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This study addresses the relationship between thermal microfronts and coherent vortex 
structures in homogeneous turbulence. The turbulence is created by mean shear in a weakly 
stratified flow. The data set is generated by direct numerical simulation providing highly 
resolved instantaneous three-dimensional fields of fluctuating velocity and temperature (1603 

data points for each field). Vertically inclined large-scale horseshoe vortices develop due to 
stretching and rotation by the mean shear rate, as would also occur in neutrally stratified flow. 
In a homogeneous shear flow, the structures on the tilted plane are oriented both upward and 
downward with equal probability, and are referred to as "head-up" and "head-down" horseshoe 
eddies. Vorticity structures are sampled in those regions of the flow where the strongest coherent 
local temperature gradients occur. The sampled fields are composited. It is found that the 
microfronts are caused by the local outflow between the legs of the horseshoe eddies. A head-up 
eddy always forms a cold microfront (moving toward warmer fluid) and a head-down eddy 
forms a warm microfront. In most of the sampled cases, the two vortex structures occur in pairs, 
such that the head-down vortex always lies above the head-up vortex. Therefore, local shear 
layers with enhanced cross-stream vorticity form between the outflows of the structures. The 
strongest temperature gradients also occur at this location. Typical length, width, and thickness 
of a coherent vortex structure are found to be 1.4/, 1.4/, and 0.72/, respectively, where I is the 
integral length scale (based on the three-dimensional energy-density spectrum). The typical 
distance between two vortices forming a pair is about one integral length. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Structures in turbulence are typically viewed as regions 
of strong coherent vorticity (e.g., Hussain1), and, to a 
lesser extent, viewed as zones of concentrated gradients, 
sometimes referred to as eddy fronts or microfronts (e.g., 
Chen and Blackwelder2 and Mahrt3

). 

A mean shear creates regions of co~erent vorticity. It 
is important, however, to recognize that different types of 
shear flow produce different types of organized structures. 
We distinguish two classes of shear flows which are char
acterized by a mean velocity profile with or without an 
inflection point. A curved mean flow profile with an inflec
tion point occurs, for example, in mixing layers (Metcalfe 
et of. 4) and in flows over forest canopies (Raupach et 01. 5

). 

Mean flow profiles without an inflection point are repre
sented in boundary-layer flows and in homogeneous flows. 

In mixing layers, a primary instability develops at the 
inflection point of the mean velocity profile. The instability 
forms cross-stream (spanwise) oriented vortex rolls that 
rotate in the same direction. Vortex stretching increases 
the turbulence intensity in the regions between two span
wise rolls, where the largest fluctuating strain rates occur. 
This secondary instability forms vertically inclined, down
stream oriented pairs of counter-rotating vortex tubes (also 
called ribs), which connect two adjacent spanwise rolls 
(Hussain1, Metcalfe et 01.,4 and Lesieur6

). 

In shear flows without an inflection point in the mean 
wind profile, such as homogeneous and boundary-layer 
flows, horseshoe and hairpin structures of fluctuating vor-

ticity have been found by, e.g., Head and Bandyopadhyay,7 
Moin and Kim,8 and Rogers and Moin9 for neutrally strat
ified flows, and by Gerz10,1l for stably stratified conditions. 
Horseshoe-shaped eddies are present in flows with low to 
moderate Reynolds numbers, whereas hairpin-shaped vor
tices typically occur in high Reynolds-number flows. The 
vortical structures represent the dynamically most active 
parts of the flow as they control the fluxes of momentum, 
heat, and species. The structures are initiated locally by 
nonlinear interactions of the fluctuating flow or by linear 
interactions between the mean shear and fluctuating veloc
ity gradients. They grow and eventually develop into ver
tically inclined large-scale eddies due to stretching and ro
tation by the mean shear tensor (Rogers and Moin,9 

Gerz,IO,l1 and Brasseur and Wang12). 
Flows in mixing layers and boundary layers have mean 

velocity profiles that vary in space, such that the generated 
turbulence is inhomogeneous, i.e., the divergence of the 
turbulent momentum flux changes the mean velocity pro
file with time. On the other hand, statistically homoge
neous turbulence results from a linearly varying mean ve
locity. In such flows, the turbulent fluxes are constant in 
space, so that the mean flow does not change with time. 
This is the case that is studied here. 

The microfront concept has been useful for organiza
tion of turbulence analysis, particularly for geophysiclI-l 
time series where measurements of vorticity are not avail
able. See Mahrt3 for a survey of such studies. The mi
crofronts are often associated with ramp-like structures in 
the time series. Most of the flux can be attributed to mi-
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crofronts and their parent structures ( Chen and 
Blackwelder,2 Antonia and Chambers,13 Finnigan, 14 

Raupach,15 Schols,16 Kikuchi and Chiba,17 Maitani and 
Ohtaki,18 and Mahrt and Gibson19). In addition, the mi
crofronts may provide a direct link between larger struc
tures and dissipation. In the windy atmospheric boundary 
layer, the microfronts are associated with the leading edge 
of wind gusts, although little is known about the three
dimensional structure containing the gust microfront. Rau
pach et al. s indirectly infers that the downward sweeps in a 
canopy are associated with transverse vortices. In the lab
oratory study of Chen and Blackwelder,2 the microfronts 
occurred in connection with boundary-layer scale eddies, 
although it was not possible to establish a definite relation
ship between the vorticity field of the larger eddies and the 
microfronts. A definite relationship between microfronts 
and coherent velocity structures has been established only 
in the case of the sheared and heated atmospheric bound
ary layer. Here microfronts occur at the upstream edges of 
thermals, where sinking flow with stronger horizontal mo
mentum converges with the slower moving thermals 
(Kaimal and Businger20 and Mahrt3

). 

In this study, we examine the relationship between the 
two phenomena "vortex structures" and "microfronts." 
Are microfronts part of the coherent vortical structures, or 
a result of such flows, or, are the two phenomena unre
lated? The available atmospheric and laboratory data can
not be used to directly examine this proposed relationship, 
since vorticity on the scale of turbulent eddies is not easily 
measured. Therefore, we will examine numerical data from 
direct simulation of homogeneous shear turbulence. The 
simulations have been performed by Gerz. lO,ll We hypoth
esize that in neutrally and stably stratified shear dominated 
turbulence, i.e., at weak to moderate positive values of the 
gradient-Richardson number, the thermal microfronts are 
formed by horseshoe eddies. To test this hypothesis, we 
seek thermal microfronts in the flow and then condition
ally sample the vorticity around these events. The mi
crofront is defined in terms of the strongest coherent gra
dients of temperature within a given three-dimensional 
sampling domain. 

The method of generating the numerical data is briefly 
described in Sec. II. Properties of coherent vorticity struc
tures and thermal microfronts in homogeneous shear flows 
are presented in Sec. III. The technique of conditionally 
sampling the structures containing the microfronts is in
troduced in Sec. IV. The sampling results are discussed in 
Sec. V. In Sec. VI we conclude this study. 

II. NUMERICAL DATA 

The model and simulation technique that provide the 
data analyzed in this study have been described in full 
detail by Gerz et al. 21 Here, we restrict ourselves to a short 
description of the method. The full (unfiltered) three
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for perturbation ve
locity (u,v,w), or Uj' i= 1,2,3, and the equation for the 
temperature perturbation T have been integrated numeri
cally in a cubic domain with coordinates (X,y,z) , or Xi' 
pointing in downstream, cross-stream, and vertical direc-
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tions, respectively. The coordinates range from O,xi,L, 
where L is the box size in arbitrary units. The Boussinesq 
approximation has been applied. The highly resolved do
main is a mesh with M 3= 1603 points with periodic and 
shear-periodic boundaries in the horizontal and vertical 
directions, respectively. The equations are discretized in 
physical space. and integrated using finite difference 
schemes of second-order accuracy in both space and time. 

The vertical profiles of mean (reference) temperature 
T R(z), and mean velocity U(z) are specified as the forcing. 
The profiles are linear so that the turbulence statistics re
main spatially homogeneous. Here, I1T= L(dT Rldz) and 
I1U= L(dUldz) define the differences of mean tempera
ture and mean velocity between the top and bottom of the 
domain. The initial temperature perturbations are zero. 
The initial velocity perturbations are isotropic and obey a 
prescribed variance spectrum that corresponds to the final 
stage of decaying turbulence. The instantaneous three
dimensional perturbation fields of velocity and temperature 
are periodic in all three spatial directions. 

Since the method of direct numerical simulation re
solves all dynamically relevant scales, the Reynolds 
number ReA is rather modest and varies between 48 and 
99 [based on q= (iilii) li2 and the Taylor microlength 
,1.11,1]' The molecular Prandtl number is 1. A variety of 
simulations have been performed for different non
negative values of the gradient-Richardson number Ri 
= (agdTRldz)/(dUldz)2, where a and g denote the iso
baric volumetric expansion coefficient and the gravitational 
acceleration, respectively. 

Different types of vortical structures have been de
tected in the flow depending on the value of Ri. The evolv
ing structures have been documented and analyzed by 
Gerz. lO,lI We will concentrate on the case with Ri=0.13, 
which is the approximate value of the stationary Richard
son number in low-Reynolds number flows (Kaltenbach 
et al. 22 and references therein). In this case, the influence 
of mean shear, stratification, and molecular friction 
achieve approximate equilibrium such that the flow is ap
proximately stationary. At Ri=O.13, shear still dominates 
over stratification, such that the flow has all properties of 
fully active turbulence. With this respect the flow is more 
comparable to neutral stratification (Gerz11

). We will an
alyze the flow at shear time t(dUldz) = to, when the tur
bulence has reached a fully developed and statistically self
similar state (Gerzll); ReA at this time is 95. 

III. PROPERTIES OF VORTICITY STRUCTURES AND 
MICROFRONTS IN HOMOGENEOUS SHEAR 
FLOW 

As an introduction to the analysis, we briefly report 
on the generation of eddy structures in homogeneous 
shear flows by examining the equation of perturbation vor
ticity. The perturbation vorticity can be written as Wi 

=€jjk(aUJ/aXj), where €ijk represents the unit alternating 
tensor, which is 1 if i,j ,k is in cyclic order, - 1 if i,k,j is an 
anticyc1ic order, and 0 if any two of the indices are equal. 
In homogeneous turbulence with constant shear rate, i.e., 
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constant mean spanwise vorticity 02=dUldz, the evolu
tion of the perturbation vorticity is described by 

aWj a aWj dU :\':,. dU aUj aUj 
7fi+ ax] (UjWj) + U aXI = dX3 W3B

il + dX3 aX2 +Wj aXj 

aT a2Wi 
+agEij3 -a +v~a' (1) 

Xj Xj 

where Bij is the Kronecker B. The terms on the left-hand 
side of the equation describe the local temporal change, the 
turbulent advection, and the mean advection, respectively. 
The first two terms of the right-hand side of the equation 
represent the linear production due to mean shear. The 
third term contains nonlinear vortex stretching and tilting 
of vorticity. These three terms will be discussed in detail 
below. The fourth term is solenoidal generation of vorticity 
due to fluctuations of horizontal temperature gradients and 
is nonzero only for the horizontal vorticity components. 
This term is responsible for the vertical layering of vortic
ity, i.e., the formation of shear layers in stratified turbu
lence. The last term represents the molecular diffusion of 
vorticity fluctuations, where v is the kinematic viscosity. 

The nonlinear twisting and stretching term 
Wj(au/aXj) is responsible for formation of coherent and 
intense medium-sized vortex tubes, as observed in isotropic 
(unforced) turbulence (She et al. 23 ). The first and second 
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) represent linear 
forcing of the flow due to the interaction of perturbation 
velocity gradients with the mean vorticity. For WI the mean 
forcing is (dUldz)(W3+aulay) = (dUldz)(avlax) , for 
W2 the forcing is (dUldz) (avlay) , and for W3 the forcing is 
(dUldz) (awlay). Whereas the forcing of W2 is the vortex 
stretching of mean spanwise vorticity by the fluctuating 
flow, the forcing of WI can be interpreted as the sum of 
tilting W3 by the mean velocity gradient and turning of O2 
by the spanwise gradient of fluctuating downstream veloc
ity. The forcing of vertical vorticity fluctuations acts to 
distort the mean spanwise vortex filaments vertically, since 
w is perpendicular to 02; see Fig. 1 (step 1). The above 
linear forcing intensifies all three fluctuating vorticity com
ponents. Specifically the fluctuating vertical flow distorts 
the mean vorticity filaments, leading to small upward or 
downward oriented horseshoe structures (Hunt24). 

The previous discussion relates the development of 
small-scale disturbances in the vorticity field to both linear 
and nonlinear processes. Now the question is how the ob
served large-scale coherent horseshoe vortices can emerge 
from these disturbances. The mean vorticity or mean shear 
dU I dz is the only nonzero component of the shear tensor 
dU/dxj' This tensor is asymmetric and can be divided into 
a symmetric part (the strain-rate tensor) and a skewed
symmetric part (the rotation-rate tensor). The rotational 
portion of the mean shear rotates random vorticity clock
wise (looking in the direction of the mean vorticity vector) 
around the cross-stream axis, whereas the symmetric strain 
rate stretches those vortex-filament components that are 
oriented in the direction of its principal axis inclined at 45° 
(225°) with respect to the downstream direction (Rogers 
and Moin,9 Gerz,IO,l1 and Brasseur and WangI2). Any per-
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the creation of large·scale horseshoe 
eddies in three steps: (1) Distortion of the mean (spanwise) vorticity 
flz=dU/dzby vertical velocity fluctuations w. (2) Rotation of the small
scale eddies by the mean rotation rate. (3) Stretching of the structures by 
the mean strain rate when they pass 45° and further rotation by the mean 
rotation rate. 

turbation vorticity experiences this stretching whether 
formed by linear forcing or by nonlinear interactions. 

The tubes of intense vorticity as observed in a shear 
flow (Gerz11 ) but also in isotropic turbulence (She 
et al. 23

) evolve from the nonlinear stretching mechanism. 
On the other hand, it is likely that the observed large-scale 
horseshoe vortices result from the small-scale horseshoe 
structures formed due to the spatially varying tilting term 
(dUldz) (awlay). As they are rotated by the mean rota
tion rate, they are maximum stretched when they cross the 
principal axis of the mean strain rate (Fig. 1, steps 2 and 
3). 

The rotation component of the shear tensor continues 
to rotate structures clockwise toward angles less than 45° 
(Le., turning the perturbation vorticity back to the hori
zontal plane). Conversely, the strain-rate component 
stretches coherent vorticity at 45°. Finally, the horseshoe 
vortex induces a strong local flow between its legs. Rogers 
and Moin9 report that the inclination of the vortex struc
tures in moderately turbulent flow (Re,t:::::70) eventually 
stabilizes at angles 9=tan-l(w3/wI) of approximately 35° 
when all three processes (stretching, rotation, and induced 
flow) achieve equilibrium. Fluid parcels with the strongest 
vorticity magnitude are found to be concentrated in phines 
tilted at this angle. GerzlO reports that the strongest vor
ticity is distributed around 9 = 25° in the developed strat
ified shear flow with Ri=O.13, but that most of the coher
ent horseshoe vortices are found at angles of approximately 
36°, as in unstratified shear flows. So for our analysis we 
assume that most of the coherent eddies are inclined at 
9=36°. In order to extract the vortical structures from the 
numerical data set basis of fluctuating velocity, we com
pute the fluctuating vorticity vectors and project them onto 
a plane inclined at 9=36°. We define a new coordinate 
system (s,y,b), where 5 is directed along the 36° inclination 
angle; see Fig. 2. 

Since homogeneous turbulence is linearly forced, the 
spanwise mean vorticity is distorted in the upward and 
downward directions with equal probability. Conse
quently, the heads of the forming horseshoes are-directed 
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FIG. 2. Orientation of the inclined plane (dashed area) as defined by the 
vorticity-perturbation vector (il[ in the (x,y,z) coordinate system. The 
inclined plane is rotated around the y axis by the angle 0 = tan- 1 «(il3/ (ill)' 
The plane defines a tilted coordinate system (g,y,t). 

upward or downward with equal frequency. Subsequently, 
we will distinguish between both types by calling them 
"head-up" and "head-down" structures, respectively. The 
flow has a constant mean temperature gradient and, hence, 
vanishing mean value of fluctuating temperature, so we 
will refer to "cold" ("warm") fluid as fluid with locally 
negative (positive) temperature fluctuations. 

Figure 3 shows an example of an instantaneous field of 
projected vorticity fluctuation (lOS' my) on the inclined 
plane at shear time t(dU/dz) = 10. A large head-down vor
tical structure can clearly be recognized. Vectors are 
shown when their magnitudes exceed the threshold value 
of 2!l2' Figure 4 shows a downstream-vertical cross sec
tion (x-z plane) of the corresponding instantaneous tem
perature perturbation field at the same time. Light (dark) 
areas indicate warm (cold) fluid. A zone of strongly en
hanced temperature gradient is evident within the warm 

0.1 

......1 
"-~~~~ 

..0" 0 
I 
:>. --
-"0.1 

-0.1 0.1 

FIG. 3. Instantaneous perturbation vorticity «(il~,(ily) at shear time t(dU/ 
dz) = 10 projected onto a plane inclined 0=36° with respect to the hor
izontal plane. Vorticity vectors are plotted when the magnitude is larger 
than 2fiz. The maximum magnitude is 2.30.2 , The structure is a head
down horseshoe vortex. The plane has coordinates relative to the position 
X, which is the projected position of the strongest gradient in the warm 
microfront; see Fig. 4. The range of S corresponds to the solid line in Fig. 
4, which is at y=bY' 
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x/L 0.5 

FIG. 4. The instantaneous perturbation temperature field Tat t(dU/dz) 
= 10 in the x-z plane at y/ L=O.71. Cold fluid is dark and warm fluid 
is light. The contouring levels are -0.15 aT through 0.15 aT with step 
0.03 aT. The centers of the Wand C marks indicate the locations of the 
strongest gradients of the warm and cold microfront at (x,y,z) 
= (0.16,0.71,0.18) Land (0.24,0.71,0.18) L, respectively. These marks 
also define the centers of sample boxes; see the text. Vorticity is projected 
onto planes oriented in the y direction at the (x,z) positions indicated by 
the inclined solid and dashed lines. The solid (dashed) line corresponds 
to the plane of Fig. 3 (Fig. 5). 

fluid. This front moves toward the colder fluid, and is 
therefore referred to as a "warm microfront". The stron
gest temperature gradient within the warm microfrontal 
zone occurs at position W (cf. Sec. IV). The straight solid 
line indicates the position of the head-down structure, i.e., 
the plane shown in Fig. 3. The cross (X) in the plane of 
Fig. 3 marks the position W projected onto this plane. The 
distance between the cross and the W mark is 3a, where 
a = L/ M is the mesh size. Also, a "cold microfront" is 
discernible in the temperature field of Fig. 4 within the area 
of cold fluid just below the warm front. Position C marks 
the strongest gradient within the cold microfrontal zone 
and the straight dashed line indicates the plane of projected 
vorticity shown in Fig. 5. This figure reveals that the cor
responding coherent eddy is a head-up structure. The dis
tance between the C mark and its projection onto the in
clined plane again is 3Ll. The surfaces of the warm and the 

0.1 

..0" 0 
I 

-0.1 
-0.1 0.1 

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, except that the range of S corresponds to the dashed 
line in Fig. 4. The maximum vorticity magnitude is 7.2o.z. The structure 
is a head-up horseshoe vortex. 
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FIG. 6. The perturbation velocity field (u,w) in the x-z plane y/ L=0.71. 
The maximum flow speed is 0.11 aU. 

cold fronts in Fig. 4 are typically inclined with respect to 
the horizontal plane, but at an angle less than the average 
36° inclination of the vortices. Figure 6 completes the pic
ture of the local fluid motion by plotting vectors of instan
taneous downstream and vertical velocity - components 
(u,w) in the x-z plane. A shear layer and convergent mo
tions appear between the two eddies in the region contain
ing the solid and dashed lines. 

These data reveal that the strongest temperature gra
dient in a microfront (positions W and C in Fig. 4) ap
pears just downstream from the local flow between the legs 
of the horseshoe structure. We see further that the posi
tions X in the inclined planes of Figs. 3 and 5 are located 
in the centers of the vortex structures. Figure 7 sketches a 
conceptual view of a head-down and a head-up horseshoe 
vortex, the local motions between the horseshoe legs and 
the corresponding thermal microfronts. Both head-up and 
head-down structures lead to an effective down-gradient 
transport, but differ in the sign of the velocity components. 
Between their legs, the head-up structures transport cold 
fluid lumps with negative horizontal momentum upward 

y~ 

u>o 
w<o 
T>o 

/ 
vortel( 

FIG. 7. Sketch of two horseshoe vortex structures forming a pair. The 
head-down eddy lies above the head-up eddy. Also shown are local mo
tions and surfaces of constant temperature perturbations, as created by 
the vortices in a neutrally or weakly stable stratified shear flow. 
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(w> 0, U < 0, T < 0), analogous to "ejections" observed 
near the surface of boundary-layer flows. Head-down 
structures transport warm fluid lumps with positive hori
zontal momentum downward (w<O, u>O, T>O), analo
gous to "sweeps" or "downbursts." 

Figure 7 summarizes our hypothesis that the observed 
coherent temperature gradients (microfronts) result from 
lumps of fluid being transported vertically through the legs 
of the horseshoe structures in this weakly stratified shear 
flow. The microfronts and parent horseshoe vortices are 
probably found at many locations in the domain. To doc
ument this possibility and to prove our hypothesis, we now 
define a conditional sampling technique based on the posi
tion of the strongest coherent temperature gradients. If our 
hypothesis holds, we expect to find the sampled vortical 
structure upstream (with respect to the local eddy flow) 
from the microfront zones. 

IV. CONDITIONAL SAMPLING 

In this section, we develop a technique to locate the 
temperature microfronts in the flow domain and then sam
ple the vorticity field surrounding these locations. We 
search for temperature microfronts that are inclined from 
the mean-flow direction at an angle of approximately 36°, 
the expected inclination angle (Gerz lO). The main idea of 
the sampling technique is to transform the perturbation 
temperature field in a way that the transform variable, say 
F, is the largest within an inclined box, the transform box, 
at locations just upstream (with respect to the local flow 
eddy) of the sloping microfront zones. The coordinate sys
tem (s,y,s) defined in the previous section is used in the 
following analysis. 

We will select the dimensions of the transform box 
according to the estimated size of the dynamical structure 
thought to be responsible for the observed microfronts. 
Thus, we take the typical length scales of a horseshoe vor
tex as dimensions of the transform box and define the 
"length" of the box (its size in the S direction) by the 
typical length of a leg of a horseshoe eddy, i.e., the S dis
tance between maximum and minimum values of cur The 
"width" of the box (its size in the y direction) is defined by 
the typical cross-stream distance between the centers of the 
legs, hence the distance between maximum and minimum 
values of cus' The "height" of the box (its size in the S 
direction) is defined by the typical thickness of a horseshoe 
eddy, i.e., the (; distance between maximum and minimum 
values of cur 

Here, we use spectra based on the one-dimensional 
Haar transform (e.g., see Mahrt3

) to determine the length, 
width, and height of the box and compute the Haar trans
forms W of cuY ' cus' cuy in the S,y,S directions, respectively. 
The Haar transform of the spanwise perturbation vorticity 
cuy in the S direction is defined as 

1 fco (S-bs) Ws[cuy,as,(bs,by,b,)] =- cuy(s,by,b,)h ~ ds, 
as -co s 

(2) 

where the Haar function is 
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FIG. 8. The mean-square Haar transform of perturbation vorticity com
ponents as a function of window width for (a) /l)y in the 5 direction, (b) 
(1), in the y direction, and (c) (1)y in the ~ direction. The brackets < ) 
indicate averaging over all possible window positions bi within the cubical 
domain. The maximum values of WZ are marked. The inclination angle of 
the sampling box is 36°. 

1
-1, if -0.5 <r<O, 

h(r)= 1, if 0<r<0.5, 

0, if I rl >0.5, 

(3) 

and as is the width of the one-dimensional transform win
dow oriented in the 5 direction centered at Cbs, by, bt). 
Similar expressions hold for WY[(Us' ay' (bs' by, b,)] and 
W,[(Uy, a" (bs' by, b,)], which are the Haar transforms of 
(Us in the y direction and of (Uy in the ~ direction. Note that 
the integral in Eq. (2) is nonzero only over the interval 
over which the Haar function (3) is nonzero. 

The mean squares of these quantities (averaged over 
all possible window positions bi within the cubical domain) 
are depicted in Fig. 8 as a function of transform window 
width. We select the length at of the transform box as the 
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transform window width, where (W~«(Uy, as» is maxi
mum. Analogously, the width a; of the box is chosen from 
the location of the spectral peak in (W;«(Us' ay» and the 
spectral peak in (W~«(Uy, a,» gives the height at of the 
box. From Fig. 8 we find that at=0.125L, aj=0.125L, 
and at=0.063L. 

We now define a test function, hs' to detect locations of 
maximum local gradients of temperature within the trans
form box, separately within the cold and the warm fluid. 
For the test function we use the skewed Haar function, 

~0.5-S 
- 0.5+s' 

if -0.5<r<s, 

hsCr) = t·5
+

S 
if s<r<0.5, 

(4) 
0.5-s' 

0, if Irl>0.5, 

which represents an off-centered jump and samples the mi
crofronts and the regions behind the microfronts. The pa
rameter s is the location of the step change and determines 
the skewness of the function. The skewed Haar transform 
allows the warm and cold microfronts to be sampled sep
arately and unambiguously. Often the head-down and 
head-up eddies appear in pairs producing two colliding 
fronts (see Figs. 3-5 and 7). Then a symmetric Haar func
tion would sometimes include both cold and warm mi
crofronts in the same sample. This ambiguity is avoided 
when using a skewed test function. 

The parameter s has the properties that 
lsi <t, fhs(r) =0, fh;(r) =1, fh~Cr)=2s(*-;)-1/2, 
and ho(r) =h(r). 

In order to distinguish cold microfronts from warm 
microfronts, we now search for negative and positive val
ues of the perturbation temperature field T(5,y,~) and 
compute two transformations, F + and F _ with test
function skewnesses s=O.4 and -0.4, respectively, so that 

x foo T(bs+5,by+Y'~)h±0.4(~-*b')d~, 
-00 a, (5) 

where V=atajatis the box volume centered at (bs,by,b,). 
To sample cold fronts, we perform a one-dimensional 

Haar transform of the negative temperature field in the + ~ 
direction, using the window width at, and integrate over 
the other two dimensions of the sample box, at and aj. 
With a skewed Haar function, the F + transform is maxi
mum when the cold front is in the + ~ direction when 
looking from position (bs,by,b,). In other words, the loca
tions of the F + samples are below the front on the cold 
side. When sampling a warm microfront, we perform a 
one-dimensional Haar transform of the positive tempera
ture field in the - ~ direction. The F _ transform is maxi
mum when the warm front is in the - ~ direction: The 
locations of the F _ samples are above the front on the 
warm side. 
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FIG. 9. Average (composite) temperature 1'" in the x-zplane aty=byfor 
(a) 63 samples obtained from the F _ transform (warm front case) and 
(b) 66 samples obtained from the F + transform (cold front case). Warm 
(cold) fluid has light (dark) color. The contouring levels are -0.05lJ..T 
through 0.05 aT, step 0.01 aT. The area marked by dotted lines identi
fies the transform-box dimensions (ar ,a~). The inclined transform boxes 
with 0=36· are inscribed in the larger vertically oriented boxes that do 
not overlap within a given sample set. Here, W and C mark the centers of 
the sample boxes (bt,by,br). Vorticity is composited at the constant t 
levels indicated by the inclined lines. 

By moving the transform box throughout the data, we 
look for locations in the center of the box, where F is a 
local maximum. If transform boxes overlap within a given 
set, then only the location with the largest transform value 
is retained. The data within the box centered at the re
tained location (bs,by,b,> are selected as a sample; the box 
is called a sample box. To test for overlap, the transform 
boxes are inscribed into larger noninclined boxes oriented 
in the x, y, and z directions; see Fig. 9 below. It is these 
larger boxes that are not allowed to overlap within a given 
sample set. We do not use a (nonzero) threshold value for 
the strength of a sampled event, since such a threshold 
value would reduce the number of samples, and, therefore, 
reduce the statistical significance. 

Using the above criteria, 66 samples of cold fronts and 
63 samples of warm fronts were selected. Many of the cold 
front samples are closely adjacent to a warm front sample. 
The population of the two transforms are positively skewed 
with the same skewness coefficient of 0.83. This means that 
the average shape of a warm front is the same as the av
erage shape of a cold front, that temperature jumps indeed 
lie over cold fluid but under warm fluid, and that cold fluid 
ascends and warm fluid descends in the average, as ex
pected with mixing in stably stratified flows. 
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FIG. 10. Average (composite) velocity (uC,uf) in the x-z plane at y=by 
(a) of the warm front samples and (b) of the cold front samples. The 
magnitUde of the vectors are one-third of those shown in Fig. 6. 

As an aside, the structures displayed in Figs. 3-6 and 
discussed in the previous section were selected by the above 
sampling technique. 

v. COMPOSITE STRUCTURES 

To study the statistical relationship between the vorti
cal horseshoe structures and thermal microfronts, we now 
consider composited fields of temperature, velocity, and 
vorticity. These composites are computed separately for 
the 66 cold front samples and the 63 warm front samples. 
The data are phase locked by overlaying all sample boxes 
such that their borders coincide. 

The composite temperature perturbation fields T C for 
the warm front case (F _ samples) and the cold front case 
(F + samples) are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respec
tively. Figure 10 depicts the corresponding composited 
motion field (UC,W

C
). The inclined solid and dashed lines in 

Figs. 9 and 10 are the relative S positions at which vorticity 
is composed. Composite slices of vorticity (co~,co~) were' 
formed from each sample set by averaging the vorticity 
projected onto (s,y) planes at the relative positions 
s=b,+3.6. and s=b,-3.6. for the warm front and the cold 
front case, respectively. The results are shown in Figs. 
l1(a) and l1(d). For comparison, vorticity was also com
posited closer to the front on its opposite side at s=b,-2.6. 
for the F_ sample set [Fig. l1(b)] and at s=b,+2.6. for 
the F + sample set [Fig. l1(c)]. 

The amplitudes of temperature, velocity, and vorticity' 
composites are about one-third of the amplitudes of the 
two single events shown in Figs. 3-6. The reason for the 
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FIG. 11. Average (composite) vorticity «(j)~,(j);) on inclined planes at relative positions shown in Fig. 9 corresponding to (a) the upper inclined solid 
line t=b,w+3A, (b) the lower solid t=bW -2A, (c) the upper dashed t=b,c+2A, and (d) the lower dashed line t=b,c-3A. The magnitude of the 
vectors are one-thIrd of those shown in Figs. 3 and 5, and vectors with a magnitude greater than 2.0.2/3 are plotted. The areas marked by dotted lines 
identify the transform-box dimensions (at ,a~). 

reduction of the amplitude of the composited field is that 
compositing probably reduces the amplitude because of 
phase jittering and Figs. 3-6 show stronger than average 
events. 

The temperature composites in Fig. 9 demonstrate that 
the inclination of the temperature microfront is approxi
mately 20°_25°, and, hence, significantly smaller than the 
inclination of the parent vortex structures [Figs. 11 (a) and 
ll(d)]. Indeed, we sampled more temperature fronts at a 
smaller angle of 20°. However, no coherent vortex struc
ture resulted from the latter locations whether we pro
jected vorticity on a plane inclined at 20° or at a smaller 
angle. Apparently, strong temperature fronts are formed 
by fully developed eddies and then are quickly transported 
away from the parent eddy structures by the local flow (see 
Fig. 10), causing microfronts with smaller inclination an
gles. 

Both velocity composites in Fig. 10 show similar mo
tion characteristics when viewed in terms of relative posi
tion of the parent eddy structure. The two plots can hardly 
be distinguished when we turn one plot upside down. This 
symmetry in the averaged fields is to be expected, since the 
forcing is linear. The same holds for temperature. 

Note that we sampled cold front cases and warm front 
cases separately. However, we recognize two different co-
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herent motion patterns in each case [Figs. 1O(a) and 
10Cb)]. The first pattern consists of two flows: one flow 
crosses the upper solid line in Fig. lO(a) [marking the 
position of the head-down eddy composite in Fig. 11 (a)] 
and the other flow crosses the lower dashed line in Fig. 
lOCb) [marking the position of the head-up eddy compos
ite in Fig. 11 Cd)]. These flows are associated with fluid that 
is pumped between the legs of the respective eddies. We 
also observe a second coherent pattern downstream of the 
first one. This pattern consists of two flows, which are just 
the opposite of the two flows of the first pattern. Appar
ently, most of the sampled events occur in pairs, such that 
a head-up eddy always lies below a head-down eddy, as 
sketched in Fig. 7. Therefore, the second coherent pattern 
occurring downstream from a given horseshoe vortex in 
the composited structure is actually associated with the 
other horseshoe vortex comprising the pair. If the two eddy 
structures had occurred independently from each other, 
then the second coherent pattern would not have occurred 
systematically downstream from the first pattern. 

A more detailed analysis of the composited flow fields 
reveals that the flow is strongest in a region between the 
legs close to the head of a horseshoe vortex and becomes 
weaker with increasing distance from the head. Thus, due 
to continuity requirements, the local flow has to turn away 
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TABLE I. Typical sizes of horseshoe vortices in terms of computational 
domain size L, length scale r/IE=0.52L, and integral length Cbased on 
three-dimensional energy-density spectrum) 1=0.088L at shear time 
t(dUldz) = 10. The data were deduced from Haar spectra and from two
point correlations CGerz lO

) of the vorticity field. 

Sizes of Using two-point 
horseshoe eddies Using Haar spectra correlations 

Length rL rUL ruCr//E) rul rUI 
0.125 0.24 1.4 1.3 

Width rc relL rc/Cr/IE) rell rell 
(cores' distance) 0.125 0.24 1.4 1.4 
Height rH rHIL rHI(r/IE) rHII rHlt 
( thickness) 0.063 0.12 0.72 0.7 
Distance between rslL rsl(r/IE) rsll rslt 
two structures r s 0.09 0.17 1.0 0.8 

from the head. When combined with the flow pattern pro
duced by the opposite eddy structure, strong shear layers 
are created between two horseshoe vortices as observed 
during an instantaneous event (Fig. 6) and also in the 
composited fields (Fig. 10). Consequently, the plots in 
Figs. 11 (b) and 11 (c) show strong cross-stream vorticity 
(r)2 at locations between the two eddy structures close to the 
zone, where the two flow patterns converge. The shear 
layers are not spatially extensive, but contain enhanced 
vorticity. 

From the Haar spectra one can deduce several charac
teristics as typical length scales of a horseshoe vortex. The 
dimensions of the transform box at, a:, and at were se
lected to represent the length r L> the distance between the 
legs (Le., the distance between the cores) re, and the thick
ness (height) rH of a structure. At shear time t(dUldz) 
= 10 the integral length scale of the flow, based on the 
three-dimensional energy-density spectrum, is I=O.088L. 
Hence, we obtain the scales as rL=O.125L=1.41, 
re=O.125L= 1.41, and rH=O.063L=0.721. Note that the 
structures are typically as wide as long, a fact that is re
flected in the composited fields [Figs. Il(a) and Il(d)], as 
well as in the individual samples shown in Figs. 3 and 5. 
This is consistent with the observation (see, e.g., 
Robinson25

) that horseshoe-like eddies (Le., fi-shaped 
structures) are more common in low to moderate Rey
nolds number flows (as in the present study) than hairpin
shaped vortices that are observed when the Reynolds num
ber is large. We also determined the typical distance 
between two structures rs (Le., the distance in the ~ direc
tion between a head-up and head-down vortex forming a 
pair) as the dilation where < W~«(r)s,a,,» is maximum, and 
found that rszO.09L, which is about one integral length. 
This is indeed the distance between the structures of the 
sample shown in Fig. 4. 

Table I summarizes the data and compares them to 
structure sizes deduced by Gerz. 1O He analyzed the same 
data set by calculating the two-point correlations of the 
vorticity field in the directions of the inclined coordinate 
system (s,y,~) shown in Fig. 2. Although the Haar spec
trum is theoretically more scale focused than the two-point 
correlation coefficient (Mahrt and HoweIl26 ), both calcu
lations provided about the same numerical estimate of the 
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mean eddy sizes. Table I also includes the sizes of eddy 
structures in terms of the length liE, which Rogers and 
Moin9 assume to be a typical large-eddy length scale. OUf 

data reveals that the scale I is about 70% smaller and the 
scale liE is about four times larger than the mean eddy 
sizes. Hence. we conclude that the integral length scale is 
better suited to numerically describe mean eddy sizes than 
the scale q3 I E. 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this study, we addressed the relationship between 
thermal microfronts and coherent vortical structures in ho-_ 
mogeneous turbulence created by mean shear in a weakly 
stratified flow (at subcritical positive gradient-Richardson 
number, Ri = 0.13 ). Direct numerical simulation provided 
highly resolved instantaneous three-dimensional fields of 
tluctuating velocity and temperature with 1603 data points 
for each field (Gerz10,1l). We analyzed the flow at shear 
time t(dUldz) = 10 when the flow has reached a stationary 
state. 

By analyzing individual flow events (Figs. 3-6), we 
found that thermal microfronts are associated with horse
shoe vortex structures; these vortex structures for homo
geneous shear flows are previously described by Rogers 
and Moin9 and Gerz. 10•1l To document the relationship 
between the thermal microfronts and the vortex structures, 
we conditionally sampled the microfronts using the one
dimensional Haar transform (e.g., Mahrt3). The compos~_ 
ited samples (Figs. 9-11) document that vertical outflow 
forms between the legs of the eddy structure and the stron
gest temperature gradients develop at the leading edge of 
this outflow. A head-down structure always forms a warm 
microfront; a head-up structure always creates a cold mi
crofront. 

The agreement between the scale estimates based on 
the two-point correlations, Haar spectra (Table I) and vi
sual inspection of the composite fields of vorticity [Figs. 
11 (a) and 11 ( d)] suggest that horseshoe-shaped vortices 
are indeed the prominent coherent structure in homoge
neously sheared turbulence at moderate Reynolds number. 
The head-down vortices generally occur above the head-up 
vortices. These pairs of horseshoe eddies create shear lay
ers between the outflows of the two vortices. The possibil
ity of subsequent Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in such 
shear layers (e.g., Metcalfe et a/. 4

) requires further inves
tigation. 

Since this weakly stratified flow has the dynamical 
properties of fully active turbulence in a neutrally stratified 
shear flow (Gerzll), we assume similar flow patterns occur 
in unstratified shear-flow cases, except that some nonther
mal passive scalar would be required to observe the mi
crofronts. 

In boundary-layer flows, the mean-flow profile is not 
linear. There, head-up and head-down horseshoe eddies 
of different strength and size will develop, since strain 
and rotation rate of the mean flow (averaged over a plane 
parallel to the surface) vary normal to the surface. It is 
also to be expected that head-up vortices occur more fre
quently than head-down vortices. We argued that the term 
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(dU/dz) (aw/ay) in the vorticity-perturbation equation 
( 1) is responsible for the onset of the formation of large
scale horseshoe structures. Provided that this formation 
mechanism also holds in principle in boundary-layer flows 
(with the difference that d U / dz now varies vertically), we 
expect that only head-up eddies can evolve close to the 
surface, where only an upward motion, W> 0, can create 
vorticity disturbances (see Fig. 1). Horseshoe eddies of the 
head-up type with long quasistreamwise legs are known to 
exist close to the wall in the buffer layer (Head and 
Bandyopadhyay,7 Moin and Kim,S and Robinson2S ). But, 
to our knowledge, head-down vortices have not been ob
served close to the boundary. Kim and Moin27 found head
down eddies aloft farther from the boundary in their 
channel-flow simulations. From these observations it is not 
clear yet whether the head-down eddies found aloft occur 
as pairs with surface-attached head-up eddies. 
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